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lucky number.  Signed, Dino Perrone Compagni, i Piazza
Ottaviani, Florence.3
The author signed his own name, on paper stamped with
ihefascio, and added his private address, quite certain that
there would be no interference with him and his friends and
no official veto on the proposed expedition.
During the first weeks of 1921 the fascist offensive reached
its highest pitch of violence and ferocity. The meaning of
the events of this period cannot be grasped without a clear
realization of how this phenomenon broke out and of the
wideness of its territorial distribution. In Julian Venetia
the offensive was complicated and intensified by a struggle
against the ' outlanders' who made up almost the entire
population of the country districts and the Carso plateau.
Here the role of the fasci was almost official, for they
represented the Italianization that was to be imposed on
peoples and administration ; the police force and the army
openly co-operated with them. They had in addition the
money and the support of the shipowners who wanted a firm
hand kept on the workers in the numerous building-yards
from Trieste to Pola, and on the miners' unions of the Carso.
In the southern, most fertile zone of Istria, the landowners
took the offensive. The whole of this district, whose long-
discussed frontiers had only just been fixed and where the
Fiume question was still an open one, was still mobilized.
There was no contact between the Slav population and its
landowning rulers, and except in one or two towns the
Italians felt they were in occupied territory. The fasci were
largely composed of garrison officers, officials, and other
elements imported from the peninsula, who carried on the
war of' liberation ' against the Slavs and the c communists.5
Working-class institutions, priests who preached in Slovene
and villages where the police were the only Italian inhabitants
were the objectives of this war.
The fascists had already,1 in 1920, attacked the socialist
newspaper and the headquarters of the Slav organizations
in Trieste, and at the beginning of 1921 they did so again
and again. The Lavoratore, Socialist Party organ, which had
1  Pp. 102,  lO^.

